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In the introduction of his well-known book Orientalism Edward Said defines the object of his study, orientalism, first of all as an academic discipline, which has its roots in the eighteenth century. To this academic orientalism, practiced by learned scholars at universities, Said attaches another, more general meaning. In fact this general – and much vaguer – use of orientalism incorporates all thinking, writing and speaking about the Orient as a region essentially opposed to the occident. So whatever Europe is, the orient can be not, and vice versa. This general orientalism can be applied, not surprisingly, to “a mass of writers, among whom are poets, novelists, philosophers, political theorists, economists, and imperial administrators, (…)”, writes Said.​[1]​ The body of writers is almost too large to handle: in fact every writer who has stated something about the orient finds himself ranged under this second heading. It is precisely at the interchange between academic and general orientalism where the American critic locates his third use of the term, namely orientalism as a discourse, revealing at this point his close ties to the philosopher Michel Foucault.​[2]​ In the philosophy of the latter a discourse means as a set of statements, frequently texts, about a common object of analysis, by means of producing knowledge about that object, write Pete Childs and Patrick Williams. This ‘Foucauldian perspective’ enables Said to unite a variety of texts from different disciplines under the heading of an enormous discourse producing knowledge about a vast, but also limited geographical space.​[3]​ With Foucault as a starting point Said is able to define orientalism at last as a “western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the orient”, by means of the knowledge it was able to produce about this region.’​[4]​ 
In the following chapters it becomes clearer how the different forms of orientalism Said distinguishes are related to each other in their historical development, but for now it suffices to say that his use of the terms, especially the second one, is a bit monolithic. It speaks for the critic that he acknowledges the dangers of “distortion and inaccuracy” and that he as a scholar in his study had to balance between “coarse polemic” and an all too detailed analysis.​[5]​ But even with this reservation in mind, the question arises that with these three forms of orientalism, academic, general and discursive, one loses sight on the historic specificity of all those texts Said is willing to incorporate in his field(s). A late eighteenth century poet and a nineteenth century romantic novelist can be both easily regarded as orientalists, in one ore more of the three meanings, but according to me there are other criteria which can separate them as very different, for example, by means of the different systems of knowledge it employs. I will return to this particular point later. 
With the rise of postcolonial criticism at literary departments in our mind it is difficult to conceive that in a more ‘innocent’ (or less conscious) era, before Said’s controversial study, the term Orientalism was mainly understood as a romantic movement in literature.​[6]​ (And of course the visual arts, music and theatre). It is not surprising that only the poets and novelists from Said’s ‘general orientalism’ are included in this ‘formalistic’ literary approach. To understand these eighteenth and nineteenth century texts as only the “recurrence of recognizable elements of African and Asian place names, historical and legendary people, religions, philosophies, art, architecture, interior decoration and the like (…)”, as the Norton Anthology of English Literature writes on her website, would be as incomplete as it is unfair to put them all away as “oriental tales” in Said’s words, creating together “a kind of free-floating mythology of the Orient”.​[7]​ What we as scholars need is a careful method to analyze these literary works in their specific historic and cultural context, without losing sight on their discursive qualities as texts producing knowledge of the Orient and contributing more or less evidently to its incorporation in the project of empire. 
In my opinion such a method can be found in Jonathan Crary’s interesting work on the structure of vision and the status of the observer in the ‘classicist’ seventeenth and eighteenth century on the one hand and the ‘modernist’ nineteenth century on the other. In short the art historian Crary proposes an alternative reading of conventional art history which points to impressionism as being the most important rupture with the dominant model of vision, namely the perspective, and the first step towards abstract modernity. Crary however explains how further back at the beginning of the nineteenth century a reorganization of the observer occurred, which did not only affect the course of art history, but is to be seen as “inseparable from a massive organization of knowledge and social practices (…)”.​[8]​ So Crary introduces a “history of perception” and the phenomenon of the observer, rather than a fixed history of art centered round consecutive movements.​[9]​ This history of perception is a hypothetical possibility – it is not just there as an impressionist painting – but ‘it depends on the plural forces and rules composing the field of vision’, Crary writes.​[10]​ And according to the art historian these forces and rules changed radically at the beginning of the nineteenth century, shaping a new kind of observer with a new subjective vision in a chaos of images, commodities and objects, and leaving behind the classical eighteenth century model of sight. A main part of my thesis will be involved in an attempt to retrace Crary’s rupture in a small corpus of eighteenth and nineteenth century literary works and for that purpose I will of course return to Crary in the following chapters. 
At this point in my introduction it seems to me important to answer the question why the notion of vision should function as my ‘perspective’ to analyze a few seventeenth and eighteenth century orientalist texts? The first reason is that Said frequently makes use of visual terms to describe the mechanisms of orientalist discourse. The American critic makes clear that since ancient times the orient was made visible by written texts to the European audience. Elsewhere he writes about an “Orientalist vision”, referring to ‘the common profession of all who have thought about the Orient in the West,’ or the entire continent of Europe as a ‘main observer’ in the centre who casts his glance all over the rest of the world.​[11]​ It is enough for Said to state that the orient was made visible, leaving to us the question which techniques of observing are employed. Crary’s theory on the reorganization of vision provides us with a method to research the way the texts pretend to remove the orient out of its obscurity into the broadening spectrum of the European observer. 
The second reason is that both Crary and Said are much indebted to Foucault’s work on knowledge, although both from a different perspective. While Said brings a geopolitical dimension to the Foucauldian term discourse, applying an abstract theory to a mass of ‘real’ texts producing knowledge about a ‘real’ region, Crary analyses the emerging subjective vision in the nineteenth century in a close relationship to the emerging knowledge about the individual human body. So the nineteenth-century observer he describes is “just one effect of the construction of a new kind of subject or individual in the nineteenth century”.​[12]​ The human sciences supplied the necessary knowledge to exert power, control and discipline on this subject. Because of the relationship with Foucault, it seems to me necessary that the role of science is an important aspect of my thesis. The oriental vogue in the nineteenth century as well as a new awareness of the human individual in leads us back to their source: the emerging human sciences and scientific interest in eastern languages, literatures, religions and histories. 
Finally the third reason enables me to focus myself on a relative small time period, namely the interesting transition from the ‘classicist’ eighteenth century to the ‘modern’ nineteenth century. I will discuss three ‘orientalist’ texts, which include the ‘gothic’ oriental tale Vathek by the English writer William Beckford, the short ‘Caribbean’ story Die Verlobung in St. Domingo by the German romantic novelist Heinrich von Kleist and finally Gustave Flaubert’s famous depiction of an erotic orient/ancient Carthage in Salammbô. Although these stories belong to different literatures and are to be studied within genres as opposed to each other as Beckford’s eccentric gothic sublime to Flaubert’s detailed realism, they all contribute in some way to the discourse of orientalism as a whole.  We will see however that in the relatively short timeline of human life different aspects of orientalism in relation to the configurations of knowledge and the techniques of observing can be discussed. 



























Chapter 1. Theoretical backgrounds 

1.1. A Tmeline for Orientalism 

According to Peter Childs and Patrick Williams Edward Said seems to be one of those critics who always find themselves in the middle of controversy. For some people he is too political in handing over the field of literary studies in the arms of “wild theorists”; for others his conclusions are just not radical enough.​[13]​ In the heat of these debates it is easy to forget that a scholar who brings an important new approach in his field of learning functions often as a rewarding target for critics in my opinion. It does not undo the fact that the contemporary academic discussion on culture, race and imperialism is much indebted to the groundbreaking work of this American scholar. 
I’ve written in my introduction that Saids understanding of orientalism as a discourse is a bit monolithic. If we are to follow his line of argument every written text that states something about the orient can be regarded as contributing to this larger discourse. In his article ‘Orientalism and its Problems’ Dennis Porter comes to the same conclusion. According to this scholar Said’s reading of Foucault led him to find a continuity of orientalist discourse from ancient times to the second half of the twentieth century. But the difficulty of this reading lies in the fact that Foucault himself locates epistemological breaks between different periods and never regards discourse as continuous. Porter concludes that Said’s use of discourse theory let him focus too much on the compelling structure of orientalism and too little on the possibly of alternative forms of orientalism both in the present and past.​[14]​ 
Although I can support Porter’s overall conclusion, perhaps he and I are a bit premature in our criticism. Especially in the first parts of Orientalism, namely ‘The scope of orientalism’ and ‘Orientalist structures and restructures’ Said presents us roughly with three periods of orientalism, besides the three definitions he already explained: a long Christian medieval period, a shorter classical period in the eighteenth century and finally the academic orientalism of the nineteenth century, which gets the main part of his attention.​[15]​ This division corresponds mainly to Foucault’s epistemological breaks in the history of the sciences, which the philosopher in his study De Woorden en de Dingen locates at the end of the sixteenth century and again at the end of the eighteenth century. But where Foucault starts his ‘archeology’ in the renaissance Said is willing to trace the first signs of orientalism already in texts as old as Homer’s Iliad. In the ancient Greek plays The Persians by Aeschylus  and The Bacchae by Euripides he is able to signal a binary east-west opposition, in which the east is articulated by the west in terms of an ‘otherwise silent and dangerous space’ that has to be brought to life. To this articulation of the (ancient) orient as the complement of Greece and successively Rome Said adds the rise of Christianity, the fear of and fight against Islam, the crusades, the travels of Marco Polo, who as he writes ‘charted the trade routes’ and also the fables of Mandeville.​[16]​  So Said is willing to keep an eye on different historic developments, stressing especially the European fear of the expanding Islam, but it is clear that he doesn’t exactly explain what relation those older texts attain with the notion of a unified orientalist discourse. In my opinion Porter is right in posing the question if one can ever speak of this last term, rather than speaking of different discourses.​[17]​  
While reading hastily through some classical and medieval texts, Said pays more attention to the eighteenth century, which he regards as the important heraut pointing to the coming ‘evangelical phase’ of the next century. Four characterizations of the eighteenth century are of general importance. First of all he notes the increasing amount of travel literature and the travels of discovery, second a more scientific approach to foreign and older civilizations, third the establishing of an idea that all cultures were “organically coherent” connected with the rise of a sense of historicity and finally the impulse to classify nature and man to be found in the research project of Linnaeus and Buffon.​[18]​ An expanding plurality of worlds made possible by travel writing and a new scientific awareness can be regarded as the denominator covering all four developments. I think Said is right in his conclusion that scientists were interested to rescue the orient out of the obscure religious scrutiny by secularizing their approach. But unfortunately this time Said doesn’t provide eighteenth century literary texts to support his findings. He only separates writers in another category, “popular orientalism”, which as he writes attained during the late eighteenth and whole nineteenth century a vogue of considerable proportions. The critic mentions writers like Willam Beckford, Byron, Thomas Moore and Goethe, but he adds that their works cannot be easily distinguished from ‘the interest taken in Gothic tales, pseudomedieval idylls, visions of barbaric splendor and cruelty’.​[19]​ What Said leaves undefined here as a mass of “popular orientalism” I will separate into a few categories by means of a description of different ‘techniques of observing’, i.e. different ways of constructing vision. 
Raymond Schwab, a French scholar to whom Said is to some degree indebted, regards the translation of the first Sanskrit text as the first mark of an oriental renaissance. Twenty-eight years before Said’s survey Schwab already described this second renaissance as a consequence of a growing scholarly interest. When Antequil-Duperron published the Zend Avesta in 1771 in Europe it inspired linguists to shape the notion ‘that there had existed an intelligence and soul apart from the European’, replacing the idea that there was only one biblical past.​[20]​ This idea was especially alluring to the romanticists, who were as we read in Said’s introduction to the English translation of Schab’s study from that moment on able to exploit the “complex dimensions” of the orient to “reformulate human limits”.​[21]​ But Schwab’s understanding of orientalism as closely connected to the romantic longing for both an alluring otherness and metaphysical unity, although very detailed in its scope and analysis of historical events, casts no light on the differences between the eighteenth century and the next one. Especially the question how this ‘sudden’ scientific awareness and its effects in culture relate to each other remains to be answered. If Said is right in describing the eighteenth century as a hinting force towards the coming ‘evangelical’ phase of the next century, it would be a good deal to study the texts involved in this process. Therefore I will provide a reading of three ‘key texts’ which are situated around the epistemological rupture at the end of the eighteenth century.  The status of the body and the working of sight in that period form an interesting and hopefully clarifying perspective to cast light on this part of the many orientalisms. 


1.2. The Change of Scientific Paradigms around 1800 and the Human Body 

It seems that we in this ‘postmodern’ age are perfectly able to define ourselves in time in relation to other era’s, especially by means of our use and understanding of the prefix ‘post’. However ongoing discussions about the meaning of the term postmodern itself, (the critic Jean-François Lyotard even distinguished three different postmodernisms), prove that all attempts to position ourselves in times are only subjected to and shaped by cultural processes. Therefore it is quite a surprise that according to Joseph Vogl a sense of historicity showed up for the first time at the end of the eighteenth century, implicating that earlier this notion didn’t exist at all. Vogl affirms in the introduction to the bundle of essays Poetologien des Wisses um 1800 that historic transitions never just occur. They rather are constructed by human experiences, but it is at the turn of the eighteenth century this experience seems for the first time to find a voice in the natural scientist Wilhelm von Humboldt, who as Vogl cites asked his contemporaries the for modern readers quite normal question: “Wo stehn wir?”. According to Vogl Humboldt’s question, and the sense of a historical ‘check-up’, coincides with the new epoch of the nineteenth century. So it is the question itself which establishes here the discontinuity. Vogl also shortly mentions that Humboldt’s ‘wo stehen wir’ also seems to situate an always diffused observer.​[22]​ It is as if the natural scientist detached himself from his contemporaries and curiously glanced to this new discovered entity called historicity. 
In my opinion this interesting spatial aspect of the linear understanding of consecutive timelines also can be found in the work of the French philosopher Michel Foucault. In his ‘archeology of the sciences’ De Woorden en de Dingen (Les mots et les choses) Foucault locates epistemological ruptures at the end of the pre-classical sixteenth century and again at the border between the eighteenth and nineteenth century. After analyzing an unconventional ‘Chinese’ schedule written by Borges Foucault acknowledges that probably all classifying lacks a stable ground, but in defense of the ruptures to be established he asserts that an “untrained eye” is able to unify some appearances resembling each other.​[23]​ Foucault’s metaphor of the untrained eye reveals to some extent his interest in the visual, codifying and classifying aspects of an episteme. Especially in his other well-known work, Discipline and Punishment this interest comes more to the surface. In this study Foucault’s main interest is intended to the fate of the condemned, whose body was (roughly) before 1800 the target of severe and destructive punishments immediately directed at the body. Heavy punishments like torture, mutilation, whipping and the dead penalty itself were ‘performed’ on a stage before the eye of an always curious public. So the body of the condemned was put on public display, it’s often cruel destruction shared by a whole community of people reveling in the anticipation of revenge, or in a sudden reversal of fate, choosing sides with the condemned.​[24]​ Foucault’s close analysis of the spectacle of the scaffold, with all its violent peculiarities, is interesting, but I have here only the space to highlight a few interesting points.  Foucault writes that torture was not just an end in itself; it was used as a means to produce the truth of the crime. So if the people saw the violence inflicted upon the body of the condemned it was granted the opportunity to witness the ‘appearance’ of truth out of the dark depths of the body.​[25]​ All knowledge of the crime belonged to the juridical powers of the magistrate and only he had the right to deal with the case of the accused. Foucault describes the execution of the penalty as a kind of ceremony, a purifying ritual. Another interesting aspect of his investigation is the almost literal relationship between the crime and the public torture. The execution took often place at the place where the crime had been committed. The torture became a symbolic ritualistic revenge, in which the form of the tortures could represent the nature of the crime. Foucault mentions for example that ‘the tongues of the blasphemes were pierced, the impure were burnt, the right hand of murderers was cut off; (…).​[26]​ According to the philosopher there were cases in which the crime was almost theatrically reproduced, using the same instruments and gestures of the offender. Eventually justice dissolved in the dead of the guilty man. 
At the end of the eighteenth century this bodily celebration of justice was condemned as belonging to another age, as being ‘gothic’. From that moment the body of the condemned disappeared as the place where penal repression was played out.​[27]​ In my opinion it is important to keep in mind that the spectacle which Foucault vividly describes, this cruel theatre of torture, served to establish the truth right in front of the eye of the public. It simply lingered there and could be recovered and made visible even for the most simple-minded. 
At this point I can shift to Crary’s theory about the rupture in the understanding of vision, taking place in the same time period in which the spectacle of the scaffold and the body of the guilty man disappeared. At the brink of the nineteenth century a reconstruction of optical experience took place. It is interesting that Crary in order to describe this reconstruction concentrates on optical devices, instead of the body which plays a central part in Foucault’s theories, but we will see how the man-made instruments relate to the bodies behind them. To analyze the perception of the act of seeing and the structure of vision in the eighteenth century and before, Crary shows us the working of the camera obscura, a popular optical device much in vogue from the late 1500s to the end of the eighteenth century, because it was used to explain the phenomenon of human vision.​[28]​ Originally the camera obscura consisted of a small enclosed box in which a ray of light was projected through a hole in one of the sides. In the theories of sixteenth- and seventeenth century philosophers the camera functioned as an example to explain how observation leads to truthful knowledge about the outside world. Philosophers and scientists like Kepler, Descartes and Newton, but especially Locke in his Essay on Human Understanding, learned that one could regard the act of seeing in the same manner. According to Crary Locke described the working of the human intellect in the metaphorically in terms of a dark room, which through some little holes let in external appearances. If the picture, which besides plastic objects also could ‘bear’ an idea, would lie there orderly, then it would resemble the human mind.​[29]​ This projection of theories on the process of understanding upon the instrumental device of the camera obscura had far reaching implications, as Crary notes. It defined new relations between an observer and the objects lying outside him, which hadn’t existed before. Crary mentions two important aspects of this new visual field. First of all it defined an observer as someone who finds himself locked up in an enclosed space, in order to regulate one’s complex relations with the outside world and to reign as a free subject in an ordered space. The consequence of this withdrawal is the foregrounding of the dark space as the privileged place where the outside world is mapped or projected. Another important aspect Crary points out is the disconnection of the act of seeing from the body of the observer. The body is a problem in the visual laws of the camera obscura because an observer, holding the box before his eyes, wasn’t able to find himself back in the representation. But the instrument on the other hand could be used as an artificial eye for the body.​[30]​ In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries scientists and philosophers were skeptical about the reliability of human sight. According to Crary Descartes stated in his Second Meditation that one don’t know the world by means of the sense of sight. Instead he learned that the outside world was perceived only by the mind. In La Dioptrique Descartes raises the possibility that an eye of a dead person or animal could be placed in front of a hole in a dark room to simulate human sight. At the centre of Descartes hypothesis lingered, as Crary concludes, an immense uncertainty about the reliability of human sight. In this context the camera obscura was perceived as an objective, almost metaphysical instrument, replacing the imperfections of a human organ.​[31]​ Besides those two main consequences for the establishing of a visual field, in which a subject locates himself in relation to the outside world, the camera obscura also resembled in some way the order of knowledge in the eighteenth century. We have already seen that the camera obscura ‘confined’ the observer to an enclosed space. Crary adds that such a space corresponded to Descartes’ mathesis universalis, a sort of small cognitive universe in which all ‘objects of thought’ like an imaginary three-dimensional puzzle could be ordered and compared. At this moment Crary points out that Foucault in the Woorden en de Dingen regarded the table as the main epistemological point of convergence in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This ordered knowledge is hardly visual, Crary concludes, although the camera obscura employed a visual technique, because vision was at in the ‘classical age’ only a means for the mind to conceive the world.​[32]​ To conclude this section Crary’s investigation implies according to me that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries knowledge could only be ordered by the mind, while the light which shined through the eyes (in comparison to the hole of a camera obscura) served only as a servile lantern to elucidate some parts of the table. 
These classical paradigms constituting dominant models for human sight, vision and knowledge would radically change at the beginning of the nineteenth century when vision became more connected with the subject. Crary mentions Kant ‘Copernican Revolution’ in the preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason as the “definitive sign of a new organization and positioning of the subject”.​[33]​ More than anyone else before, Kant paid close attention to the arbitrariness of appearances, which according to him conformed themselves to our modes of representation. In my opinion this statement radically undermined the eighteenth century notion of the truthful object. After Kant’s philosophies, it became possible to study vision itself an object of knowledge, Crary remarks. From now on vision could not anymore be discussed in terms of the technique of the camera obscura, rather it was placed within the unstable physiology of the body.​[34]​
	Bernard Koschorke describes in his article ‘Wissenschaften des Arbiträren: die Revolutionierung der Sinnephysiologie und die Erstehung der Modernen Hermeneutik um 1800’ the same development as Crary does, but from another, also interesting, perspective. According to Koschorke the ‘classical’ models learned that appearances of objects were directly transported to the mind, where they were saved in a sort of storeroom of thoughts.​[35]​ To make this model more concrete Koschorke cites the Italian writer Muratori, who describes the imagination as an absolute monarch never leaving the throne in his secret cabinet. Just like his servants who inform him about the condition of his subjects, is it the task of the senses to ‘draw’ the outside things and transport them to the mind. It is interesting that Koschorke, when commenting upon this passage, immediately connects the metaphor of the king with the dominant state structures of the eighteenth century, in the same way as Foucault was able to draw lines between the bodily spectacle of the scaffold and the classical personification of the nation by the body of the king.​[36]​ Futhermore Crary would in my opinion concentrate himself on the similarity between the cabinet of the king and the box of the camera obscura, but Koschorke, while placing this text just like Crary firmly in the epistemological and political paradigms of the eighteenth century, is also able to discover already behind the later German edition of 1785 the new paradigm.​[37]​ He mentions the editor of the text, Richerz, who dismissed (in the same publication!) the imagination as totally unreliable and emphasized its origin in someone’s personal physiology. Thus the classical model of visual communication underwent a process of ‘subjektivierung’ at the end of the century, accumulating later in the romantic notion of the artist’s originality.​[38]​ 
It is not a surprise that physiology, which until then formed a scientifically unknown terrain, attracted during the first half of the nineteenth century more and more the attention of scientists, as Crary shows.  The study of retinal afterimages conducted in the same period serves as a good example of this process. These colored images had been recorded since antiquity, but in the nineteenth century scientists were able to draw them into their discussions on subjective vision. The afterimage was that useful, because it implied a visual experience without the stimulus of some demonstrable object.​[39]​ Crary mentions the Czech researcher Jan Purkinje who, continuing Goethe’s reflections on this topic, produced a whole list of drawings of these subjective images. Purkinje also recorded the physical qualities of the eyes, like the dilation and contraction of the pupil and eye movements. So the surface of the eye itself, as part of the physical body, became a field of investigation. As a consequence of (and also stimulus to) the experiments of researchers like Purkinje a range of optical devices and techniques, like the thaumatrope, the phenakistiscope and the kaleidoscope, were developed. They all mediated in some way the notion of a discrepancy between eye and object.​[40]​ It is the later developed stereoscope which gets the main part of Crary’s attention. While the earlier developed instruments were produced in the context of scientific research on visual phenomena like retinal afterimages, the stereoscope was ‘developed to quantify and formalize the physiological operation of binocular vision.’​[41]​ Like retinal afterimages, people were since antiquity ‘familiar’ with binocular disparity, the fact that each eye registers objects from a somewhat different point of view. In the first half of the nineteenth century scientists became interested in this phenomenon because it defined the seeing body as binocular, while at the same time this disparity doesn’t render the images we register (as) incomplete.​[42]​ Eventually it was the British scientist Charles Wheatstone who provided a convincing solution to this scientific problem. Crary explains his results in the following terms: 

Wheatstone’s conclusions in 1833 came out of the successful measurement of binocular parallax, or the degree to which the angle of the axis of each eye differed when focused on the same point. The human organism, he claimed, had the capacity under most conditions to synthesize retinal disparity into a single unitary image.​[43]​ 

So after a ‘succesful measurement’ Wheatstone was able to identify the conditions for our eyes to register unitary images. In my opinion this investigation can serve as a good example of the growing awareness of the physiological body as I’ve discussed above. 
	Crary identifies the development of the stereoscope in relation to Wheatstone’s breakthrough. Its technique was based on the Englishman’s discovery that the eyes when relatively close to an object register a different, incongruous image than in the case when an observer registers something at a longer distance. Thus when looking through a stereoscope the observer experienced not identity with the world outside, but a sort of successive fusion of divergent images. Crary cites Brewster, another pioneer of this optical apparatus, who confirms that there is no such thing as one stereoscopic image, rather its effects depends on the observers’ experience (in time, not simultaneously) of the unity of similar points of two pictures.​[44]​ Furthermore Crary adds that the stereoscope, and it is in my opinion important to remember Wheatstone’s discovery here, was more effective when an observer stood closer to the envisaged object and ‘the impression of three-dimensional solidity became greater as the optic axes of each diverged’. As a consequence of this delusive experience the real became mixed up with the optical, because both were able to create so-called reality effects.​[45]​ The organization of stereoscope images was so confusing because it didn’t render the space between objects gradually (as we were used to experience in real life); rather it generated an ambiguous uncertainty about the distance between the objects.​[46]​ 
	Without further investigating the technical aspects of this almost forgotten optical device, and Crary is the first to acknowledge that it is a bit difficult to discuss its effects because we are not able to print the particular views of nineteenth century observers, it suffices in my opinion to conclude that the stereoscope found its basis upon the emergence of subjective vision relocated in the body of the individual, instead of being dependent on a reliable and ‘transportable’ outside world. The new optical instruments invented and further developed by the new epistemological situation, generated another relation between eye and apparatus than the camera obsura in the centuries before had done, explains Crary. The camera obscura functioned as a reliable metaphor for the working of human sight, but this metaphor was replaced by the less stable metonymic relationship between eye and instrument: from that moment on both could be regarded as instruments, playing as it were with each others’ deficiencies. While older seventeenth and eighteenth century optical devices as the claude glasses and peep shows functioned merely as tools, this clear division between man and tool collapsed with the emergence of the phenakistiscope and the stereoscope, because they transformed the former passive observers into both producers of enchanting images and their consumers. Crary emphasizes that the content of the images is of less importance than its succession, its mechanical repeatability. It is also interesting that according to Crary the Calvinist Brewster regarded the knowledge of optics as a monopoly of tyrants, highly effective to rule the ignorant masses. But Brewster’s desired democratization accumulated in the subjectivity of the stereoscope, which transformed the observer into simultaneously a magician and spectator of the magic.​[47]​  
	Brewster’s reflection on the relation between knowledge of optics and power brings us in a sense back to Foucault, whose description of the panopticum in Discipline and Punishment enables us to investigate this intrinsic relationship in the context of the new paradigm further. We have already seen that in the course of the nineteenth century the body no longer served as the literal plane on which punishment was operated. Foucault sees in the development of the transparent panopticum the extreme opposition of the brutal torture of the body in the centuries before, describing this ‘modern’ prison as a circular building with a sort of watch tower at the centre, where a guard or other individual could observe every movement in the cells at the periphery. Its ‘secret’, forming the power basis of the panopticum, however, was that a prisoner, a worker, a schoolboy or whoever found himself in this absurd theatre never knew that he was being watched because he wasn’t able to see anything in the tower.​[48]​ Foucault finds in the panopticum the same individualization of observation Crary shows by means of the development of the stereoscope – in both cases vision becomes centered in one individual – and the same unequal relation between optical knowledge and power Brewster attacked; however in the panopticum anyone can be the tyrant and the subjugated, observer and observed. The panopticum is both the result of an application of optical knowledge and a formative institution which provides new physiological and behavioral knowledge about its ever observed subjects, constituting in Foucault’s terms ‘social bodies’ in a self-regulating disciplinary system. The central tower establishes the same metonymic relationship with the eye of the observer as the stereoscope did; both instruments subjugate the observer to a greater autonomous field of vision.​[49]​ 






























Chapter 2: Baroque and sublime visual stimuli in William Beckford’s Vathek  

In the next three chapters I will provide an analysis of the three literary works which I’ve already mentioned in my introduction. We will find out how Vathek can serve as both a good example of the classical eighteenth-century views on knowledge and as a story which is able to establish a more subjective vision by means of sublime experiences. In opposition to this eighteenth-century work, Flaubert’s Salammbo can be read as a mediation of the complex modern visual culture, in which (floating objects constitute an autonomous visual field of their own) vision is firmly located in the body of the observer and at the same time constitutes an autonomous ‘abstract’ field. As an ‘intermezzo’ between these readings the short story Die Verlobung in St. Domingo by Heinrich von Kleist will cast light on the turning point of the paradigm change I’ve discussed in the chapter above, because it provides the modern reader a great example of a more subjective perception of colors and differences and the question if something as objective truth exists. 
	But first we will turn our attention back to the end of the eighteenth century. I’ve chosen to include the story of Vathek because its author, William Beckford, is generally regarded as a writer with remarkable visual gifts. E.S. Shaffer writes in his article “‘To remind us of China’ – William Beckford, Mental Traveler on the Grand Tour: The Construction of Significance in Landscape” that Dreams, Waking Thoughts and Incidents, Beckford’s account of his Grand Tour through Europe, promotes a new visual programme based on his intensive contact with the landscape painter Alexander Cozens. This British painter was responsible for establishing a coherent aesthetic theory in which he favored “natural freedom” instead of “mechanical rules”​[50]​. In a number of treatises Cozens demonstrated by means of creating out of an inkblot a sort of composition in which a landscape was recognizable, that nature itself was indeterminate. In sketches like cloud studies and mountain views Cozens was able to evoke different moods out of natural scenery, which can be regarded as a first step towards the romantic experience of nature.​[51]​
The same distillation of moods out of the different qualities of landscape can be found in Beckford’s short story The Vision and in Dreams, Waking Thoughts and Incidents, as Shaffer notes. The often excessive landscape descriptions in Vathek evoke, in line with the bizarre events of the story, more sublime moments than Dreams but  the same similarities  with Cozens’ aesthetic can be found. It would be on the basis of this connection, and I will return to this point later, convenient to regard Vathek as an example of early romantic-orientalism, but after a close analysis of the story itself this statement will be less obvious. 
	The setting of the story is the city of Samarah, although other middle-eastern places, mountains and geographical locations also are mentioned. The character of Vathek is according to Beckford’s commentary based on the historical figure of Caliph al Wathik Bi’llah, but it turns out that another figure is in play, namely the tyrant Ike Mulai Ismail, an emperor of Morocco. According to Malcolm Jack this emperor was known as extremely cruel and also certainly not a contemporary of al Wathik, who lived in the ninth century.​[52]​ So Vathek is a composed character performing his role in a composed historic landscape and atmosphere. The narrator describes him as a magnificent and hedonistic potentate with a taste for women and delicious food. When he was angry one of his eyes became so frightening, that no one could look at him anymore. His residence is described in the following terms: 

The palace of Alkoremi, which his father, Motassem, had erected on the hill of Pied Horses, and which commanded the whole city of Samarah (B), was, in his idea far too scanty: he added, therefore, five wings, or rather other palaces, which he destined for the particular gratification of each of the senses.​[53]​ 

This passage reveals just a slight part of the Caliph’s idleness, which is one of the central themes of the story. But the five other palaces function not only as an example of Vathek’s behavior. They also contribute to the imaginative and enchanting character of the story, while the background of the city of Samarah provides a historical and geographical reference. In his commentary the narrator includes some witty details about this city, which is “supposed to have stood on the site where Nimrod erected his tower”.​[54]​ As a scholar the narrator is eager to mention the source of his knowledge: in this case it is the Bibliothèque Orientale of d’Herbelot, one of the main sources supporting his many notes. According to Said this elaborate work, which he calls “orientalist theater”, influenced later orientalists like Galland and confirmed the established views on the orient. D’Herbelot transformed loosely collected facts into a rational oriental panorama.​[55]​ Again the visual connotations Said uses are interesting, but more important here is the supposed rationality of the Bibliothèque. It provided Beckford an orderly tableau of ‘serious’ knowledge which he could use as the framework of his story. 
	If we take a closer look at the five wings we receive that they are closely related to the senses, in a quite simple and metaphorical manner. Therefore it is not a surprise that the palace called “The eternal or unsatiating banquet”, where of course the most exquisite dinners are supplied during the whole day and night, is, although not explicitly mentioned, dedicated to the sense of taste. In the same manner it is obvious that “The Temple of Melody, or the Nectar of the Soul” can be connected with the sense of hearing. As the narrator arrives at the third palace named “The Delight of the Eyes, or The support of Memories” he makes clear that it is actually a cabinet filled with bizarre rarities. They are collected ‘from every corner of the earth’ and now at this place arranged in a certain satisfying order. A gallery exhibited also pictures and statues, “that seemed to be alive”.​[56]​ Futhermore the narrator describes:  

Here a well managed perspective attracted the sight; there the magic of optics agreeably deceived it: whilst the naturalist on his part, exhibited in their several classes the various gifts that Heaven had bestowed on our globe. In a word, Vathek omitted nothing in this palace, that might gratify the curiosity of those who resorted to it, although he was not able to satisfy his own; for, of all men, he was the most curious.​[57]​ 

It is interesting that in this passage “a well managed perspective” is placed in opposition to the deceiving “magic of optics”. Unfortunately the narrator doesn’t provide more information about the kind of magic at work here, but in each case it had the ability to counterpart in some way the stable laws of perspective. Martin Jay writes in his article ‘Scopic regimes of modernity’ that since the renaissance the structure of the perspective, which he calls Cartesian perspectivalism, is regarded as the dominant visual model for the art of painting, until modernism would challenge its geometrical space.​[58]​  Jay however, states that this dominance of Cartesian perspectivalism doesn’t mean that other models couldn’t exist beside it. To prove his claim he cites the art historian Svetlana Alpers who asserted that Dutch seventeenth century painting established a second tradition. Northern art was according to Alpers more descriptive than Italian painting, and it emphasized on a flat canvas a world of objects indifferent to the spectator, while Cartesian perspectivalism implied an active involvement of at least one eye of the observer.​[59]​ Above all, and most important for my thesis, this describing art can be connected with “the more empirical visual experience of observationally oriented Baconian empiricism”, as Jay writes to summarize Alpers’ results. Thus Alpers identifies the fragmented and detailed Dutch art with the empirical methods of scientists like Huygens and Leeuwenhoeck.​[60]​ In the same epistemological context Ken Arnold writes in his article ‘Trade, Travel, and Treasure: Seventeenth-Century Artificial Curiosities’ that the economy of collecting curiosities can also be associated with Baconian empiricism. According to Arnolds in the seventeenth-century museums became places where ‘collaborative empirical inquiries’ were conducted to accumulate factual information about the origins and production of the artifacts on display.​[61]​ For now this digression leaves us with the question if the visual field connected with this Baconian empiricism as constituted by Dutch art is applicable to Vathek’s cabinet. Furthermore we must not forget that Vathek’s cabinet has been written long after the seventeenth-century. 
We have to resume our research of the text to formulate satisfying answers to this question, but one remark can be made regarding to the five wings of Vathek’s palace. The fact that the sense of sight is just represented by one of the five wings supports Crary’s theory of sight as relatively unimportant in the eighteenth century. In this passage it seems a sense at any rate not more dominant than the other ones. The observation that Vathek omitted nothing might be a proof of the all-embracing project of the palace of sight. It was destined to display all the curious things of the world, just like Locke’s dark room could contain all the ideas and object of the outside world.  
As the story of Vathek unfolds we learn that his idleness is being disapproved by the prophet Mahomet (Mohammed) who is able to observe the many vicars of the Caliph from heaven. But instead of punishing him directly, Mahomet orders the Genii to increase Vathek’s vanity by completing the magnificent tower he had started to erect.​[62]​ When Vathek’s pride ‘arrived at its height’ as a stranger arrives at the town of Samarah, with a message written in an unknown language on the blades of the swords he carries with him. This stranger, whom the narrator calls the Giaour, turns out to be the agent of Eblis, the Prince of Darkness. Later the Caliph dispels him in an angry mood with the help of his subjects and the Giaour disappears in the depths of a ravine. Vathek is disappointed but on a night at the plain nearby the ravine he hears the Giaour commanding him to abjure the prophet and sacrifice fifty children. The prince is eager to obey, but after the sacrifice, which isn’t so bloody at all because a good spirit saves the children, the Giaour remains silent. But Vathek’s mother, Carathis, knows how to fulfill the wishes of dark creatures. The narrator describes her as a Greek woman, “as wicked a woman could be”​[63]​ who had imported the sciences of her country to the Middle-Eastern caliphate. It turns out that these sciences have nothing to do with ancient Greek philosophy or mathematics: Carathis is more interested in magic. But even as a black magician she functions in the story as the thinking part of the caliphate: she is the genius who is able to control to a certain extent the follies of her son. After the silence of the Giaour, Carathis takes her son to a subterranean room under the completed tower where another curiosity cabinet, more sinister than the one in the palace, has been built. There Carathis strolls alongside mummies taken from the catacombs of ancient Egypt to a gallery where “oil of the most venomous serpents; rhinoceros’ horns; and woods of a subtile and penetrating odour, procured from the interior of the Indies, together with a thousand other rarities”​[64]​ is preserved. A group of fifty mute female “negroes”, with only one healthy eye, guard this sinister place. The practical Carathis takes some of the oil, mummies and bones to the top of the tower, where she burns them to ashes with the help of the negroes during a strange and sinister ritual. 
	Interesting in this passage is the function of the curiosities. They represent a kind of secret hidden knowledge, but have to be ‘consumed’ before they are able to provide Carathis with the information she is looking for. More than the curiosity cabinet in the palace, this collection of forbidden knowledge has been placed in the epistemological dark room of eighteenth-century knowledge. In this specific case the hole could be represented by means of the single eyes of the guards. The strange fact that the women are muted contributes to the visual allure of this rarity cabinet. But just seeing doesn’t lead to proper knowledge; the rarities have to be consumed in the fire of a sacrifice. According to Arnolds the objects in the curiosity cabinet were so important because they proved the existence of the newly discovered lands. The objects in the museum formed the heart of the investigations.​[65]​ One could assert that the knowledge of the foreign culture was carried by means of the object to the observer. In the same way the rarities under Vathek’s tower carry within them the secrets of black magic. 
As a reward to her labor the Giaour gives Vathek in the form of a parchment which Carathis draws from an urn the order to travel to ‘Istakhar’ where all the treasures of the pre-adamite sultans will be waiting for him in the hall of Eblis. Carathis, much attracted to this paradise of hidden knowledge, commands her son to prepare himself for the long journey. Unfortunately she does not join him, and while traveling with a huge part of his royal household, Vathek decides to follow two dwarfs who led the Caliph to the enchanting emirate of Fakreddin. In the palace of the emir, Bababalouk, a eunuch of Vathek, equipped with the task of guarding his harem, is tricked by the king’s daughter, while looking for the women of the Caliph. In an attractive visual passage, the narrator tells: 

This circumspect guardian [Bababalouk], having gone up to a thin veil of carnation-colour silk that hung before the door-way, distinguished, by means of the softened splendor that shone through it, an oval bath of dark porphyry surrounded by curtains, festooned in large folds. Through the apertures between them, as they were not drawn close, groups of young slaves were visible; amongst whom, Bababalouk perceived his pupils, indulgingly expanding their arms, as if to embrace the perfumed water and refresh themselves after their fatigues.​[66]​ 

Although the narrator mentions the “confidential whispers” of the slaves and the “exquisite fragrance of roses” this passage obviously emphasizes the visual experience of the observer.​[67]​ His view is obscured by the thin veil hanging in front of the doorway and the curtains hiding the bodies of the women. In this enclosed circular bath a ‘Cartesian perspectivalism’ and even a more fragmented Baconian empiricism can never be found. Jay however mentions a third dominant visual model in the seventeenth-century: “the dazzling, disorienting, and ecstatic surplus of images in baroque visual experience”.​[68]​ Referring to the work of Christine Buci-Glucksmann, Jay asserts that the baroque can be seen as the most challenging alternative to Cartesian perspectivalism. The baroque visual style rejected “monocular geometricalization of the Cartesian tradition” but reveled ‘in the contradictions between surface and depth and constituted a “fascination for opacity, unreadability and the indecipherability of the reality it depicts”.​[69]​ Buci-Glucksmann also stated that Baroque vision tried to represent the unrepresentable.​[70]​ 
In the text this attempt to see what is opaque is represented by the gaze of Vathek’s servant and the pleasure it arouses in him. In the oval bath the round forms of the women are visible behind the bent surface of curtains while another flat surface, a thin veil in front of the door, obscures this enchanting visual field. If baroque vision mediates somehow the contradictions between surface and depth it could be applied to this erotic visual scene, but we have to keep in mind that Vathek is written in another century, in which the ‘softer’ rococo had replaced baroque visuality. Art historian Jean Starobinsky describes the rococo as a ‘childish’ art softening the hard outlines of constructions and decorating it with cherubs, garlands, arrows, quivers and other embellishments. Besides this extremely giddy visual style, Gothic and oriental tales, like the one we are examining here, were part of the same culture of childishness, as Starobinsky writes. Gothic and oriental tales were not only attractive because of their exotic locations; rococo artists were attracted to all things strange because they were constantly looking for new visual stimuli.​[71]​ In the context of the rococo Bababalouks voyeurism as well as the curiosity cabinets we’ve encountered before can be seen as ongoing stimuli to keep the mind occupied. According to Starobinsky it was Locke who learned that the soul constantly needed sensations from the outside to itself occupied. The soul only could have ideas after being ‘moved’ by sensations.​[72]​ With the technique of the camera obscura in our mind these notions are not all too unfamiliar for us. Therefore it is surprising that the quest for new sensations could lead to a visual field completely at odds with the familiar perspective of the camera obscura in the late eighteenth century. 
Let’s continue our story. Unfortunately the servant ‘is punished’ by the emir’s daughter Nouronihar, perhaps because of his voyeuristic experience of visual pleasure. The girl catches him in the act of looking and places him on a kind of swing. With the help of the other women she lets him fly through the entire space of the bath and finally the servant falls in the water. Later Vathek falls in love with Nouronihar and commands her to marry him, taking her away from her fiancé, the young effeminate boy Gulchenrouz. For a while he indulges with her to a lazy nihilism and it is again Carathis who travels in a hurry to their camp to activate her son. Finally, after resuming their journey, the couple arrives with the remains of their household at their destination, where Vathek and Nouronibar, leaving their servants alone, ascend the steps of a staircase to a vast platform on the roof of a kind of palace. After waiting there for a time, they get the message that, although not deserved, Eblis would open the portals of his subterranean palace for them and the mountain “against which the terrace was reared”​[73]​, opened itself into a ravine. By means of an almost endless staircase the couple descends to the portals of the palace. At the end of the story the reader is prepared to the final visual tour de force. As the doors fly open ‘with the noise still louder than the thunder of the dog days’ the narrator tells: 

The Caliph and Nouronihar beheld each other with amazement, at finding themselves in a place, which, though roofed with a vaulted ceiling, was so spacious and lofty, that, at first, they took it for an immeasurable plain. But their eyes, at length, growing familiar to the grandeur of the surrounding objects, they extended their view to those at a distance; and discovered rows of columns and arcades, which gradually diminished, till they terminated in a point radiant as the sun, when he darts his last beams athwart the ocean. The pavement, strewed over with gold dust and saffron, exhaled so subtile an odour, as almost overpowered them.​[74]​ 

The reader learns that the proportions of the hall of Eblis are immense. The vaulted ceiling is spacious like ‘an immeasurable plain’ and the row of columns diminishes gradually out of view. Because of the comparison with the last beams shining on the surface of an ocean, one could assert that to a certain extent a sort of perspective is at work in this enormous hall, but in my opinion this building is too immense for such a view. The perspective imposes a regular geometric order upon the canvas, but in this passage the observers behold a boundless space. The effect of this space is a sublime experience, which leaves the observers overpowered.​[75]​ 
There is one passage in particular that I want to highlight, not only as an example of sublime aesthetics, but especially because of its obvious ties with Alexander Cozens’ art theory. After Nouronihar encounters Vathek for the first time, she decides to cling to her young fiancé. But on the evening, while entertaining herself with Gulchenrouz and some servants, something strange appears in the sky: 

In the midst of the festive scene, there appeared a light on the top of the highest mountain, which attracted the notice of every eye. This light was not less bright than the moon when at full, and might have been taken for her, had not the moon already risen. The phenomenon occasioned a general surprize and no one could conjecture the cause. (…) This strange light faded, for a moment; and immediately renewed its brightness. If first appeared motionless, at the foot of the rock; whence it darted in an instant, to sparkle in a thicket of palm-trees: from thence it glided along the torrent; and at last fixed in a glen that was narrow and dark.​[76]​ 





At length she arrived at the opening of the glen; but, instead of coming up to the light, she found herself surrounded by darkness; excepting that, at a considerable distance, a faint spark glimmered by fits. She stopped, a second time: the sound of water-falls mingling their murmurs; the hollow rustlings among the palm-branches; and the funereal screams of the birds from their rifted trunks: all conspired to fill her soul with terror. (…) All the stories of malignant Dives and dismal Goules (B) thronged into her memory: but, her curiosity was, notwithstanding, more predominant than her fears. ​[77]​

Especially in the second part of the citation, we see the aesthetics of the sublime at work, overpowering the subject with the depth of an overwhelming darkness. Nouronihar’s soul is filled with terror, but it doesn’t dispel her curiosity. More interesting is the fact that the landscape itself doesn’t change, however it is the light which determine the different visual experiences of the surrounding view. In this almost ‘impressionist’ passage the presence or absence of light is responsible for the indeterminateness of landscape. The attention is focused on the visual experience of the subject, while the light as an outside source is able to evoke different moods out of landscape. At this moment the study of retinal afterimages would be almost the next logical step towards a further ‘internalization’ of visual experience. 
To conclude this chapter I will return to the events in the hall. In the middle of it Vathek and Nouronihar encounter a vast multitude of half dead creatures, who walk like zombies around and avoided each other, ‘as if alone on a desert where no foot had trodden’.​[78]​ Then the two travelers enter another vast building, this time a tabernacle, in which before a lofty eminence an infinity of elders are seated. On top of the eminence, upon a globe of fire sat Eblis himself, a malignant creature with large eyes filled with both pride and despair. Eblis welcomes the two poor “creatures of clay”, as he calls them, and invites them to delight in the many treasures of the pre-adamite sultans.​[79]​ He leads the couple to another hall near the tabernacle where, besides a range of cabalistic depositories, upon “two beds of incorruptible cedar, lay recumbent the fleshless forms of the pre-adamite kings, who had been monarchs of the whole earth”.​[80]​ Vathek and Nouronihar, frozen with terror, perceive of one of the kings, Soliman Ben Daoud, their unhappy fate of joining this bizarre residence of kings, who are not completely dead, but had just enough life in them to be conscious of their condition. Before their fate is carried out, they get some time to wander around and speak to fellow sufferers. Suddenly Carathis appears on the back of an afrit (a kind of evil spirit), expecting her son to be seated on the throne of the kings. When Vathek tells her what happened, she doesn’t understand him and the narrator tells: 

Carathis, however, eagerly entered the dome of Soliman, and, without regarding in the least the groans of the prophet, undauntedly removed the covers of the vases, and violently seized on the talismans. Then, with a voice more loud than hitherto been heard within these mansions, she compelled the dives to disclose to her the most secret treasures, the most profound stores, which the afrit himself had not seen. She passed, by rapid descents, known only to Elbis and his most favoured potentates; and thus penetrated the very entrails of the earth, where breathes the sansar, or the icy wind of death. Nothing appalled her dauntless soul.​[81]​ 

Actually Carathis is the one who is ‘rewarded’ at the end of the story. She revels in the secret knowledge hidden in the dome of Soliman and even beyond in the depths of the earth. Again we find ourselves in a subterranean curiosity cabinet; however this time stored with magic treasures. Carathis now ‘consumes’ the knowledge represented by the talisman herself, without the intermediary help of a fire, and again just looking at the object is not enough. In fact the talisman does not simply represent knowledge: the stored item is knowledge itself. Once again we see here the epistemological basis of the eighteenth century: it is the mind which perceives the things in the outside world and therefore Carathis’ ‘dauntless soul’, as Vathek’s thinking half, takes possession of the treasures in the dome. But in a sudden moment her happiness is over, and while the hearts of Vathek and Nouronihar take fire and the couple disappears in the multitude of half dead creatures, the narrator tells: 

In this delirium, forgetting all ambitious projects and her thirst for that knowledge which should ever be hidden from mortals, she overturned the offerings of the genii; and having execrated the hour she was begotten and the womb that had borne her, glanced off in a rapid whirl that rendered her invisible (B), and continued to revolve without intermission.​[82]​ 

Explaining Carathis punishment in a note, Beckford states that the circle was an emblem of eternity and also symbolized the sun the ancient beliefs. Whirling around was seen as a necessary operation in magical mysteries. Therefore the author writes that it was perfectly appropriate to punish her by the same kind of magic she used during her lifetime.​[83]​ But her eternal whirling can take another, less convenient, meaning. The narrator states that the rapidity of her motions renders her invisible, but that doesn’t mean that she actually is annihilated. Carathis must remain there, forever wheeling around, but an observer would hardly recognize her. Although Carathis motions take form in a different context, perhaps we can see here already the beginning of the optical games of the thaumatropes and the zootropes, apparatuses which relied on the circular movement of the depicted images and the deceiving effects it generated. Vathek’s mother is punished because of her insatiable thirst for a knowledge, which, as the narrator states, should be hidden from mortals. Carathis sought the wrong kind of knowledge and as a punishment she herself becomes the object, not of knowledge, but of an eternal visual play. Perhaps we can conclude that her quest for ephemeral knowledge leads to her own end in a continuing visual stimulus for an observer. 














Intermezzo: color as subjective experience in Heinrich von Kleist’s Die Verlobung in St. Domingo

As we reach the pivotal point of the paradigm change, the year 1800, it seems that I’m turning away from the Orient to ‘West India’. Kleist’s short story Die Verlobung in St. Domingo, published in 1800, is actually situated in the former French part of the Caribbean isle Hispaniola. Laura Chrismann warns postcolonial theorists in her article ‘The Imperial Unconscious? Representations of Imperial Discourse’ for the danger to confuse different sites of imperial representation like India and the West Indies. She criticizes especially Gayatri Spivak for fusing the imperial tropes of India with those of the Caribbean, for example when she [Spivak] favors India as the ‘unconscious’ colonial background in Jane Eyre, while overlooking the West as the colonial origins of the Mason family.​[84]​ More difficult for my thesis is the assumption that Kleist’s Haiti implicitly refers to the possibility of European (German) resistance to French occupation, as Ray Fleming asserts.​[85]​ However to decide whether a story can be regarded ‘oriental’ purely on the basis of textual geographical information – and after all a story like Vathek turned out to be quite vague in its historical and geographical references – would be a risky business for a critic who doesn’t want to fall in the same trap as the orientalist Said attacks: the learned scholar who defined the Orient negatively as an entire region. Eventually Said wasn’t able to overcome the trap of regionalism himself, although is willing to make an exception for ‘positive’ imaginative geography.​[86]​  But in his introduction the scholar is immediately forced to demarcate his notion of the Orient as a geographical site different from Europe and the Far East and as a French, British and American practice.​[87]​ At the same time Chrismans remark remains helpful to remember that the Orient generate a different field of representation than Africa or the Caribbean. 
	I’ve chosen to include Kleist’s story because it can serve as a useful example of Crary’s chapter on subjective vision and the separation of the senses. In my opinion ‘Die Verlobung in St. Domingo’ shows how the gaze can be internalized as an awareness of the incommensurability of different worlds. The separation of human beings in opposed spheres can support our understanding of Orientalism as a classifying, subdividing and generalizing, discourse. Instead of incorporating the story in a general orientalist discourse, it is more useful so assume that the actions of Gustav, Babekan and Toni both reveal and criticize the orientalist’s gaze in the historical context of changing opinions about human sight.​[88]​
	The story begins with a description of Congo Hoango which comes across the modern reader as quite negative and simplified. Hoango is described as an ungrateful slave, who rewards the extremely good treatment of his white master with hate and violence, an ‘unmensliche Rachsucht’ in the terms of the narrator. After the decision of the French National Convention to abolish slavery, which according to the narrator was a hasty one, Hoango immediately assassinates his former owner and burns the entire plantation with women and children to ashes. Flemings however reads ‘Die Verlobung’ as an unconscious consequence of Kleist’s so called Kantkrise and is able to provide a clear anti-racist reading of the story. The Kantkrise refers to Kleist’s despair after his reading of the Critique of Pure Reason which led to his final conclusion that there is no such thing as absolute truth. We’ve already seen that Crary cites Kant’s (second edition of the) Critique of Pure Reason as being a decisive step towards the notion of subjective vision because it established the discrepancy between things in themselves and their appearances. Without penetrating too deep in all the aspects of Kleist’s crisis it is according to me enough to conclude that the German writer came to doubt the possibility of ‘things in themselves’ at all, which would be an early ‘postmodern’ interpretation of Kant’s philosophy. 
	Appearances play a decisive role in the events of the story. When Hoango leaves his residence to assist general Dessalines, the leader of the slave revolt, he commands the old Babekan and her Creole daughter to offer a safe shelter to all white strangers in order to be able to kill the unhappy guests after his return. The events start with the arrival of the white Gustav at the almost deserted plantation and the narrator tells: 

Die alte Babekan, welche schon im Bette lag, erhob sich, öffnete, einen Bloβen Rock um die Hüften geworden, das Fenster, und fragte, wer das Sei? „Bei Maria und allen heiligen“, sagte der Fremde leise, indem er sich unter das Fenster stellte: „Beantwort mir, ehe ich Euch dies entdecke, eine Frage!“ Und damit streckte er durch die Dunkelheit der Nacht, seine Hand aus, um die Hand der Alten zu ergreifen, und fragte: „Seid Ihr eine Negerin?“ Babekan sagte: nun, Ihr seid gewiβ ein Weiβer, daβ Ihr dieser stockfinsteren Nacht lieber ins Antlitz schaut, als einer Negerin!​[89]​ (m.c.) 

In this short passage the narrator is able to establish the main problem of his story, which is entirely based on the notion of racial difference. Perhaps the darkness of the night hinders their sight, because when Babekan opens the window the two characters, especially the former, are obviously insecure about each others’ skin color. Gustav tries to grab the hand of the black woman in order to find prove for his ultimate fear and demands her confirmation. Babekan concludes that the stranger must be white because he seems to prefer the darkness of night to the black skin of a possible hostess. Her metaphor of the “Antlitz” of the “stockfinsteren Nacht” is interesting, because it also refers to her own face, which the stranger probably couldn’t properly distinguish in the dark. With the theory of Crary in mind as well as Kleist’s Kantkrise it is as if the darkness of the camera obscura has broken out of its safe enclosed box to the ‘real world’, obscuring now all things outside us. According to the art historian the camera obscura opposed an interiorized observer to an exterior world. In Kleist’s story however we deal with an exterior observer who tries to get access into the interiorized world of someone’s mind.​[90]​ As a consequence of this reversal, language is the only way to fix identities. So Babekan tells the stranger that, although she is a ‘Mulattin’, her daughter has mixed blood and there is nothing to fear. She orders her daughter, Toni, to guide him from the gate to the entrance of the house. But another resident of the plantation, the boy Nanky, closes the door and assures the anxious solider that the house belongs to Hoango. So when Toni arrives and guides the Swiss soldier with a lantern to the house, the young men is not sure of her reliability and while looking at the girl’s face he asks: 

Wer wohnt in diesem Hause, in welchem ich, wie du vorgibst, meine Rettung finden soll? – „Niemand, bei dem Licht der Sonne“, sprach das Mädchen, „als meine Mutter und ich!“ und bestrebte und beeiferte sich, ihn mit sich fortzureiβen. Was, niemand! rief der Fremde, indem er, mit einem Schritt rückwärts, seine Hand losriβ: hat mir dieser Knabe nicht eben gesagt, daβ  ein Neger, namens Hoango, darin befindlich sei?​[91]​ (m.c.) 

Because of the information from the boy Gustav has become suspicious and seemingly Toni’s ambiguous skin color adds to his feelings of doubt. In answer to his question Toni refers to the light of the sun as if being a reliable source to the truth and she asserts that the only persons living in the house are her mother and she. It seems that her reference to the light of the sun hints to the old classical paradigm, in which light could transfer the truth of an outside object to the inner mind, but the ironic fact is that at this point of the story sunlight is absent and even the artificial light of the lantern is not enough for Gustav to discover the truth behind Toni’s face. Her reassuring answer gives Gustav still more reasons to doubt her hospitality, but when the she confirms that Hoango is absent for a few days (and implicitly revealing her earlier deceit) the stranger believes her.​[92]​  
	Once in the house Gustav tells about his background as a Swiss soldier serving in the French imperial army. He is a refugee from Fort Dauphin, a place where according to the soldier all whites were murdered. His plan is to travel to Port au Prince before General Dessalines seizes this main town. But he has left his family, and the reader can imagine Babekan’s growing interest, at a sort of pond in a forest a mile from the plantation. Before he reveals the location of his family the reassured Gustav remarks: “Euch kann ich mich anvertrauen; aus der Farbe Eures Gesichts schimmert mir ein Strahl von der meinigen entgegen“.​[93]​ In the safe light of the residence Gustav is able to perceive the obvious black skin color of his hostess, but because he thinks that from her face a beam of his own color shimmers, he can trust her. What’s important here is that the actual color of Babekan’s face is not important: it is Gustav’s experience of her humanity which led him to discover a familiar beam in her skin color. Later in the evening Toni places the lantern right in front of her mother, so that her face really is illuminated. 
As an example of the changing theories of human vision Crary refers to Goethe’s Farbenlehre, in which the German writer tried to prove the existence of a subjective experience of colors. Goethe explained that if one confined an observer in a dark room and if one would suddenly shut the circular window, he would see before his eyes a small circle with gradually changing colors. Crary concludes that in Goethe’s theory the subjectivity of the spectator, formerly left out by the structure of the camera obscura, suddenly becomes the place where color experience is generated. “The human body, in all its contingency and specificity, generates ‘the spectrum of another colour’, and thus becomes the active producer of optical experience”, Crary writes.​[94]​ It is a bit strange to say, but in ‘Die Verlobung’ the (surface of the) human body also produces, though in a different manner, the observer’s experience of not only skin color, but on the supposed violence, danger or perhaps hospitality, humanity and even love behind it. 
	Babekan let her guest believe that she agrees with him that the violence of the former slaves is disproportionate and unjustified. To prove her point she comes up with an interesting comparison which also relates to the physiology of the human body: 

„Ja, diese rasende Erbitterung“, heuchelte die Alte. „Ist es nicht als ob die Hände eines Körpers, oder die Zähne eines Mundes gegen einander wüten wollten, weil das eine Glied nicht geschaffen ist, wie die andere?​[95]​ 

The emphasis on “eine/eines” confirms the demarcation of the specific members of the body as well as its meaning with regard to human beings. In my opinion her metaphor at first sight seems a bit clumsy, because it fails to explain the reason why she dismisses the “rasende Erbitterung”. The problem is that she uses the words “Hände” and “Zähne” in the plural form and because of the ambiguity of “einande”’ a reader is able to discover two different meanings: does Babekan mean that the two hands fight against each other, which would be silly because they are created to do the same things, or does she mean that both hands fight against the teeth? In the last case the singular form of “eine Glied” would be problematic. If we use the first meaning Babekan would assert that it is meaningless for humans to fight against each other because they are just the same while if we take the last one the emphasis shifts to the justified difference between races. But in that case it wouldn’t be so strange that different races defend their own interests. This passage reveals that if the appearances of skin color are ambiguous, language is not an appropriate means to overcome the insecurity.​[96]​ Fleming writes that once racial difference is incommensurable, all terms and that are used to describe the other become relative. Therefore the people of different races are not able to understand each other, although they speak the same language.​[97]​ In my opinion the question arises if Babekan does understand the ambiguity of her own language. 
Eventually Babekan encourages her guest to write a letter to his relatives, in which he should invite them to come over to the plantation. When midnight falls the two women guide the soldier to his room, where Gustav, when left alone with Toni, is charmed by her attractive appearance. He flirts with her and tells in a more serious mood the unhappy story of the dead of his fiancé in revolutionary France. This Marianne Cogreve refused to betray Gustav and was murdered by the guillotine in his place. Thereupon we read that Toni embraces Gustav and bursts out in tears on his shoulder because of his obvious grief and the “mensliches Gefühl” which overtakes her.​[98]​ His story serves as an appeal to faithfulness, but probably Gustav doesn’t realize the consequences of his speech himself. After that moment Toni tries to rescue Gustav. But when she asks her mother not to murder Gustav, because he is the “edelste und vorftrefflichste Mensch”, Babekan sticks to the original plan and replies: 

Sie fragte, was die beiden Holländer verbrochen, die vor drei Wochen durch die Kugeln der Neger im Hofe gefallen wären. Sie wollte wissen, was man den drei Franzosen und so vielen andern einzelnen Flüchtlingen, vom Geschlecht der Weiβen, zur last gelegt habe, die mit Büchsen, Spieβen und Dolchen, seit dem Ausbruch der Empörung im Hause hingerichtet worden wären.​[99]​ 

For Babekan Gustav have to be murdered, because she can not afford to make an exception. In her perspective all whites are the same, just as for Gustav all former black and Creole slaves are united in their hatred.​[100]​ It is ironic that Gustav is able to meet both the confirmation and denial of his notion because Toni was planning his death, while he will be the one who ends up as a murderer. If Babekan had succeeded in her violent purposes her daughter would be still alive at the end of the story. And perhaps Toni fails to save her own life because her next lies (in order to support her new friend by deceiving her mother) succeed. 
	After her confession, which led to Babekan’s outrage, Toni pretends that she resumes her former role, which simply consists of lying to Gustav. When he wakes up, Babekan closes the windows and assures him that they can not send the letter to his family, because the streets are crowded with black troops. Her secret intention is to postpone their arrival so that it would be easier for the returned Hoango to kill them all. To reassure her guest she orders Nanky to bring a basket with provisions to his family accompanied with the message that Gustav is safe. The narrator adds: 

Hierauf traf die Mutter mehrere, die Sicherheit, des Fremden, wie sie sagte, abzweckende Veranstaltungen; befahl Toni, die Fensterladen zu verschlieβen, und zündete selbst, um die Nacht, die dadurch in dem Zimmer herschend gworden war, zu zerstreuen, an einem auf dem Kaminsims befindlichen Feuerzeug, nicht ohne Mühseligkeit, indem der Zunder nicht fangen wollte, ein Licht an. Der Fremde benutzte diesen Augenblick, um den Arm sanft um Tonis leib zu legen, und ihr ins Ohr zu flüstern, wie sie geschlafen? und: ob er die Mutter nicht von dem, was vorgefallen, unterrichten solle? doch auf die erste Frage antwortete Toni nicht, und auf die andere versetzte sie, indem sie sich aus seinem Arm loswand: nein, wenn Ihr mich liebt, kein Wort.​[101]​

This time an artificial darkness, which the narrator calls ‘Nacht’, causes Gustav’s dependence on Babekan’s unreliable language. If it is correct to compare this gloomy house full of tension with the room of Goethe’s experiment, the closed windows in Kleist’s story have much more serious consequences than only the absence of light and the creation of a subjective afterimage. It is as if the whole world outside shatters into pieces and language becomes the only means to transport the remains to the mind of the observer. But inside this dark house the experience of colors which is in fact analogue to the experience of the other can be compared to the subjective appearances of afterimages. Gustav’s estimation of Babekan’s care is so dangerously wrong that Toni orders him to remain silent, if he really loves her. At this crucial moment of the story Gustav is both unable to perceive the outside world from his perspective and to understand the motives and lies and the love and hatred of the women to it full extent. 
	But Toni steals the letter from Babekan and orders the boy, whom she also deceives, to guide the family immediately to their plantation. After her little victory she however faces the sudden and unexpected arrival of Hoango. Toni’s solution consists of tying up Gustav and of pretending that she is the one who betrays him in order to save her reputation, because Babekan immediately takes the chance to express her doubts about her daughter’s behavior to Hoango. When Gustav’s relatives arrive Toni sneaks away and smuggles them to the house, where they kidnap Nanky and his brother. With these boys as human ransom the family succeeds in seizing the plantation and liberating their beloved Gustav. Once free the latter is so disappointed in Toni’s faithfulness – or rather he let himself believe that she has betrayed him – that he kills her. In the line of this story it is just ‘appropriate’ that Toni, when lying bleeding on the floor, tries to say something to her murderer, but unfortunately she is not able to finish her story. When Gustav finally perceives the real motives of her actions he commits suicide. 

















Chapter 4. The fusion of fetishistic visual objects in Gustave Flaubert’s Salammbô

After the short excursion to the Caribbean West it’s time to turn our attention again to the oriental east, this time evoked by Gustave Flaubert in his novel Salammbô. But the question arises whether we can define the depiction of ancient Carthage as an example of ‘romantic orientalism’ and – if we decide to do so – how this novel fits in our understanding of nineteenth-century Orientalism. According to Said Flaubert and Nerval, another French writer whom he discusses in the same passage, were both very attached to the Orient in a personal and aesthetic manner. In the context of my thesis it is interesting that Said regards Flaubert’s aesthetic treatment of the orient as the main feature connecting all his ‘oriental’ works. Flaubert sought in the orient a ‘visionary alternative’ which he explains as a “gorgeous color, in contrast to the grayish tonality of French provincial landscape”, writes Said.​[102]​ So Flaubert brought the orient to life for his French reading audience by means of his travels, his knowledge of the orient from books or his own experiences but especially his vivid language. According to Said a historical novel like Salammbô is the result of Flaubert’s learned interest in the rituals, religion and customs of the orient as well as his qualities as an imaginative writer.​[103]​
From this perspective it is a bit surprising that the translator of the Dutch edition of Salammbô, Hans van Pinxteren doesn’t mention in his short introduction the word ‘orient’ at all. He introduces the novel as Flaubert’s dream of antiquity and writes that the reader finds himself in an imaginary dream landscape full of inexplicable signs.​[104]​ One could argue that a translator like Van Pinxteren will focus himself more on the linguistic aspects of the text and less on an academic debate, but for me it shows that some confusion about the interpretation of Carthage (whether ancient or oriental) is justified. 
But the notions of ‘ancient’ and ‘oriental’ don’t exclude each other completely. E.L. Constable writes in his/her article ‘Critical Departures: “Salammbo’s” Orientalism’ that if we agree to use one of Said’s statements of the orient as ‘an amalgam of imperial vagueness and precise detail’, then it would easy to apply it on Salammbô because Flaubert’s novel at first sight seems an refined exposition of a scope of details against a vague historical background.​[105]​ For Constable however this use of detail also questions and destabilizes the contemporary nineteenth-century practice and understanding of orientalism. He shows that after the publication of the novel critics were puzzled by the detailed richness of Salammbo and complained that Flaubert had lost his eye on the overall story. These critics expected an encounter with another world, and in a sense they got one, but they were looking in vain for a clear framework.​[106]​ Le Roman de la Momie, published in 1858, is an example of a novel which in opposition to Salammbô was praised by critics, because in this novel a fictional Egyptologist provides a starting point in order to let readers know where they are. In other words, as Constable shows, the Egyptologist unveiled the secrets of (in this case) the lost Egyptian civilization. It is interesting that Constable regards this substitution of a veil for a lost totality as a kind of fetishism, defining in a Freudian manner a fetish object as a substitution for “phantasmatic lost totalities”.​[107]​ At work here is a process of interpretation combining recognition of cultural difference with disavowal of that knowledge. While Constable argues that the practice of fetishism in the novel, especially the veneration of the zaïmph, can be read as a critical commentary bringing the orientalist ‘face to face with himself’, I will concentrate myself on the diffused visual fields that these fetish objects generate. But I think Constable is right when he writes that Flaubert’s Carthage doesn’t provide a satisfying difference: after all the story deals with a long forgotten historical event, which is the war of the mercenaries against its former employers. So what remains is a profusion of signs, a chaotic shattered world.​[108]​ 
We have discovered that the narrator of Vathek also introduced readers in an unknown distant world, but at least the author preserved the framework of contemporary knowledge about the orient, like d’Herbelot’s encyclopedia, as a ‘reliable’ basis. Van Pinxteren writes that Flaubert consulted many classical sources about ancient Carthage, but he doesn’t give any clues about the locations in the text where he integrated a part of the results of his extensive research.​[109]​ So when Carathis receives a parchment of the Giaour the author explains in a note that they are frequently mentioned in the work of Eastern writers.​[110]​ It is interesting that Salammbô, like Carathis, also seeks a secret religious knowledge, but the narrator never interrupts the detailed description of her strange rituals. 
We encounter her for the first time at the staircases surrounding her own house, and she is principally focalized by the soldiers, who had thrown themselves in a wild party after the war against the Romans. When Salammbô appears on the stairs to condemn their brutal and blasphemous behavior the soldiers, especially the other protagonist Mâtho, enjoy a moment of spectatorship, but (un)fortunately they are not able to understand what she is saying. According to the narrator she called the names of the months but the background of her recitation remains hidden. While in Kleist’s story the different character at least spoke the same language, we meet in Flaubert’s Carthage a melting pot of ethnic groups speaking different languages. Language as a means of communication is not only complicated, like in the passage in which Spendius translates the speech of his enemy Gisco to his own likings; it just isn’t relevant anymore on a battlefield with so many different peoples. 
Because of the context of this thesis, I will restrict myself especially to the course of the zaïmph in the novel, leaving the many interesting descriptions of the battles between the two enemies and the ‘tricks’ of Spendius to other scholars. The religious side of the novel is far more suitable for my analysis. In the third chapter we become more familiar with Salammbô and her obsession of the worsphip of the goddess Tanit. The narrator makes two important statements about this worship. In the first place it is surrounded by a sphere of abstinence. In the second place Salammbô worships the goddess only in its astral appearance and the narrator assures: 

De maagd was onder invloed van de maan gekomen; als het hemellichaam in omvang afnam, werd Salammbo zwakker. Terwijl ze heel de dag lusteloos was, werden haar levensgeesten ’s avond gewekt. Eens, tijdens een maansverduistering, was zij bijna gestorven.​[111]​ 

Salammbô’s being is regulated by the orb of the moon, which is only one of the many appearances of the goddess Tanit. It is important to realize that Hamilcar’s daughter draws strength from the appearance of the moon, while in my opinion the essence of the heavenly body itself is less important because it is only a substitute. The example of the solar eclipse speaks for itself: in that case the moon doesn’t disappear but is only kept out of sight for human beings. Furthermore at some moments the mirroring planar surface of the moon is projected upon Salammbô. In the same chapter the narrator compares her with the moon in one sentence: “In haar lange witte gewaad hief zij, bleek en ijl als de maan, haar armen zo hoog mogelijk en spande zij haar lichaam.”​[112]​ So the moon is both able to serve as a metaphor for Salammbô’s own appearance and as the virginal appearance of the goddess, whom she obsessively worships. Its appearance bears the idea of the virginal side of the goddess, while it also refers back to the worshipper’s physical qualities. The result of this entanglement between human being, appearance and goddess is a deep confusion about the borders separating essence and image, veils and the hidden things behind them. The narrator makes this clear in the following passage: 

Om door te dringen tot de diepere zin van haar leer, wilde zij in het allerheiligste het oude godenbeeld aanschouwen met de heerlijke mantel, waar Carthago’s lot nauw mee verbonden was – want er bestond geen duidelijk verschil tussen het idee van een god en de voorstelling die men van hem had, en het vasthouden of alleen al het zien van zijn beeltenis, was zoveel als een deel van zijn weldadige werking vatten, en hem in zekere zin de baas zijn.​[113]​ 

For Salammbô there is not a clear distinction between the idea of a god and its image. We have seen that in eighteenth-century philosophy images were supposed to transpose objects and ‘objective’ ideas to the mind of the observer. Such philosophy required confidence about the possibility to separate ideas from its images. According to Crary the camera obscura generated an “optical regime that will a priori separate and distinguish image from object.”​[114]​ In the course of the next century this regime makes room for the completely different optical field of the stereoscope which created uncertainty about the appearance of objects. As we have seen the stereoscope produced ‘reality effects’ that were quite different from our ‘normal’ visual experiences. More than in the eighteenth-century the act of seeing is emphasized in this passage. While Carathis the sorceress had to consume the magical objects from her curiosity cabinet, it is enough for Salammbô to behold the goddess or even the covering veil, the holy zaïmph. In that case the observer would master the emanating powers of the deity itself. However while Carathis was punished for searching the wrong kind of knowledge, it is forbidden for Salammbô to cast a curious glance at the image of the goddess. According to the priest Schahabarim Salammbô’s desire to see the form of Tanit is blasphemous and even dangerous, because she could die at the sight of it. Thus when Mâtho later presents the stolen zaimph to Hamilcar’s daughter, she furiously sends him away.​[115]​ 
	The slave Spendius and Mâtho are the first ones able to demystify the visual power of the zaïmph. In a sequence of interesting visual passages Spendius and Mâtho discover the inside of the temple of Tanit and eventually steal the zaïmph from the inhabitants of the Republic, who believe (and so do the barbarians) that their fate depends on the possession of the object. In Tanit’s temple we encounter a mysterious religious world full of strange sculptures, symbolic objects, images and customs. Above all it is, more than the hall of Eblis in Vathek, a visual world with a strong emphasis on vision. When the two intruders finally reach the carriage bearing the ‘highest Rabbet’ they see a grand statue decorated with scales, feathers, flowers and birds and the narrator adds: 

Haar oren waren versierd met zilveren cimbalen die neerhingen op haar wangen. Haar grote ogen staarden je aan: op haar voorhoofd was in een obsceen symbool een fonkelende steen gevat die, in roodkoperen spiegels boven de ingang, de hele zaal verlichtte.​[116]​ 
	
The big eyes of the statue stare back, and while Spendius and Mâtho are the real observers here, they get the feeling that they are observed by the goddess, which only adds to the uncanny atmosphere. A ‘third eye’ in the form of a sparkling stone on the head of the statue lightens the entire room with the help of mirrors. In this uncanny room deep inside Tanit’s temple the vision is shattered and disseminated, leaving the observer confused about its own status. According to Crary the nineteenth-century stereoscope created “hallucinatory clarity” in an “immanent disorder”. Meanwhile the “decentered observer” lost its privileged status because the classical notion of perspective is completely eradicated.​[117]​ In this passage we are able to recognize this restructured observer, who now faces a shattered visual field without scenic proportions. 
	In a small room next to it, the intruders finally get the chance to see the zaïmph. In the middle of the room they discover a stone and behind it a small statue with a head and arms representing again the goddess Tanit. The narrator describes: 

Nog hoger leek wel een wolk te hangen waarin sterren flonkerden: uit de diep vallende plooien kwamen gestalten tevoorschijn: Eschmoûn met de Kabieren; een paar van de eerder geziene monsters, de heilige dieren van de Babyloniërs, en nog andere, die zij niet kenden. Het doek viel als een mantel onder het gelaat van het idool, liep dan omhoog, waar het, tegen de muur gedrapeerd, in de hoeken was opgehangen: blauw als de nacht, geel als de dageraad, purper als de zon, bont, doorschijnend, flonkerend ijl. Dit was de mantel van de Godin, de heilige zaïmf, die niemand mocht zien.​[118]​ 

The veil has the primary function to cover the goddess but can also be seen here as an autonomous visual medium representing other appearances by means of its different shades. So the zaïmph functions both as a representational medium and a veil hiding another representation. For the inhabitants of Carthage and the barbarians there is actually no clear distinction between the zaïmph and Tanit. Therefore it is forbidden to look at the holy garment veiling the goddess. 
According to Constable the notion of fetishism pervades the entire text, referring to the eighteenth-century scientist Charles de Brosses to explain his point. This Frenchman compared in his study Du cultes des dieux fêtiches ou, Parallêlle de l’ancienne religion de l’Égypte avec la religion actuelle de Nigritie different religious practices of African peoples. He explained that people who worshipped fetishes had not reached the stage of development to understand an abstract God. But Constable analyzes the European (Portuguese) concept of fetishism as a confrontation with a different sign system, “another way of determining value”.​[119]​ The African religious practices seemed to European traders an unintelligible system of exchange, which they could not understand, although recognition of its ‘perversity’ remained possible. Constable summarizes De Brosses’ study in one sentence and connects it with the method of the European orientalist: “Fetishes belong outside European cultural values, although we know how to recognize them, just as the Orient is absolutely different, although we know something oriental when we see it.”​[120]​ We have seen that the veil was originally used as a metaphor in orientalist texts to make the orient visible for European readers. However in Salammbô the veil of Tanit moves trough the story in an unintelligible fetishistic economy. 
	The act of unveiling the female goddess means that the intruder takes possession of her powers, but it is the veil itself which becomes the intermediary of this exchange. When Mâtho puts his head trough the hole of the zaïmph, he feels himself more than a human being and he asserts that he already possesses Salammbô. While she is obsessed by Tanit, Mâtho can only think about Hamilcar’s daughter and he confuses taking possession of Carthage with possessing the girl. It is interesting that the zaïmph functions in this passage again as both an autonomous fetish object endowed with powers and as a sort of flat screen in which the hole leads the observer to the object of his obsession. To understand this complex double role of the zaïmph we have to return to the theory of De Brosses. W.J.T. Mitchell notes in his discussion of the role of the fetish object in Marx’s theory of the commodity that F. Max Müller in Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion (1878) distinguished the fetish/doll from the ‘less primitive’ idol on semiotic grounds. Originally De Brosses thought that the worship of inanimate objects was more primitive than the worship of the sun, stars and human heroes. Müller made this distinction more sharply by stating that primitive people regarded a fetish as the supernatural thing itself, while the idol was meant an image or symbol of something else, Mitchell writes.​[121]​ In my opinion the zaïmph is able to constitute such complex relations between observer, goddess, and knowledge, because it seems to function both as fetish (a magic object with the powers of protection/victory) and idol (a flat ‘image’ referring to the body/statue behind it). Immediately after their nocturnal adventure in the temple Mâtho wants to visit Salammbo. Secretly he approaches the girl in the open chambers when she is asleep in her hanging bed and the narrator creates an attractive visual scene, a relief after the claustrophobic atmosphere in the temple. 

Zij sliep, met haar wang op haar ene hand, haar andere arm gestrekt. Er waaierde zo een vloed van krullen om haar heen, dat het leek of zij rustte op een dek van zwart dons, en haar wijde, witte tunica, reikend tot haar voeten, volgde in welige plooien de rondingen van haar lichaam. Haar ogen schemerden door de kierende leden. De recht afhangende draperieën hulden haar in een blauwe waas, en door de voorhang heen, waarvan de linten zich bewogen op de toch van haar adem, scheen zij te deinen in de lucht. Er zoemde een langpootmug.​[122]​ (m.c.) 

The draperies surrounding the bed are another transparent veil, which hides – or in this context actually reveals – the virgin lying asleep in her bed. In this vague, blue, erotic haze Salammbô becomes a floating object of desire. As we have seen one of the visual effects the stereoscope created was the displacement of objects out of their perspective formation. According to Crary the stereoscopic image was planar and the experience of space between the framed objects so confusing because depth seemed to disappear. As a consequence the objects floated in a kind of “absolute airless space”.​[123]​ In the same manner the image of Salammbô is projected on another curtain, while the zaïmph withdraws itself in its fetishistic functions. In this passage (and perhaps throughout the entire text) her body only serves as the floating visual centre of Mâtho’s obsession. Unlike the transparent mechanism of the camera obscura the planar screen (of the zaïmph or another veil) diffuses and disseminates vision. 
	Later Mâtho flees with the zaïmph wrapped around his body trough the streets of Carthage. In a final attempt to protect to prevent him from taking the veil to the encampment of the barbarians they close the gates. But Mâtho is able to open the enormous doors of the gate and he escapes from the angry crowd. The following passage struck me because of its layered visual richness: 

Buiten gekomen nam hij de grote zaïmf van zijn hoofd af en hield hem zo hoog mogelijk in de zon. Wapperend in de zeewind was het doek één schittering van kleuren en edelstenen, waaruit het gelaat van de goden naar voren kwam. Zo droeg Mâtho hem heel de vlakte over, tot aan de tenten van de soldaten, terwijl het volk op de muren de fortuin van Carthago weg zag trekken.​[124]​ 

Unlike other plastic fetish objects, the zaïmph has the constant ability to transform itself by adapting different shade of colors. In the temple of Tanit the veil was divided in different colors which represented different natural phenomena. Now in the heat of the sun the surface of the zaïmph falls apart into a glittering of light. According to the narrator the veil literally represents the face of the gods because in the city the god Moloch, the male opposite of the female Tanit, was equal to the sun. Taken from the female reign of the enclosed temple the zaïmph is now at the mercy of the power of Moloch handed over by Mâtho, the ‘follower’ of Salammbô. 
	Later the priest Schahabarim forces his disciple to steal the zaïmph back from the barbarians. The young girl has no other choice than to obey him and she leaves the city in the company of a guide, who brings her trough a barren landscape to the camp of the barbarians. At the moment that Mâtho appears to take Salammbô to his tent the narrator notes that behind her the moon appears. Thus again she is connected to the astral appearance of Tanit. When the barbarian’s chief arrives he is not able to recognize her face, because she wears a veil and other garments that cover her whole body. Once in the tent Salammbô immediately hurries to the the zaïmph.and reveals her identity. Struck by this unexpected visitor Mâtho obsessively ‘consumes’ her body with his eyes: 

Mâtho hoorde het niet; hij zag haar aan, en in zijn ogen waren haar kleren één met haar lichaam. De vlam die over de stoffen lag, was als de glans van haar huid iets bijzonders dat zij alleen bezat. Haar ogen, haar diamanten straalden. Het parelmoer van haar nagels was een voortzetting van de schitterende edelstenen die zich om haar vingers tooiden.​[125]​ (m.c.) 

In this tense moment in the tent, when the two ‘opposite characters’ of the novel finally meet each other, veil, body and eye fuse into one attractive image. So it isn’t exactly clear where the attribute ends and the body begins. While Salammbô had difficulties in distinguishing the idea of a god from its images, Mâtho is at this moment not able to separate the body of Salammbo from her enchanting attributes. Especially the sentence ‘Haar ogen, haar diamanten straalden’ is very ambiguous. It is not clear if Salammbô’s eyes are just like diamonds or if they are diamonds in the thoughts of the excited Mâtho. We have seen that a diamond had been placed in the head of Tanit as a third eye, which caused the confusing light effects in the room of the temple, while the eyes of the goddess stared back to the thieves.  Now eyes and diamonds are both sources of an enchanting light and simultaneously objects of desire. 
	But Mâtho also seems to disappear in his role of the consuming, destroying god Moloch. Salammbô experiences his power as a masculine force unknown to her as a virginal follower of Tanit. In the darkness of the tent she sees his eyes “als twee kolen gloeien in de nacht.”​[126]​ While she is consumed by the ‘fire in Mâtho’s eyes’ hers are like passive diamonds reflecting and disseminating light. Perhaps if we return to the eighteenth-century metaphor of the camera obscura, the tent can also be seen as a dark room without any windows to the outside world. If we choose to re-establish this metaphor in Salammbô we discover that in the enclosed space of the tent the sense of sight is now the dominating force pervading all other notions in this passage. Mâtho’s consumptive gaze on the virginal girl has nothing to do with knowledge, like the curious gaze of Carathis, but is totally invested with the satisfaction of an obsessive desire. 
	Actually we can find the subterraneous rooms we’ve encountered in Vathek again in Salammbô. Hitherto I’ve only followed the track of the zaïmph but more objects fulfill their function in the complex economy of Carthage. In chapter seven the narrator makes the reader more familiar with the magistrate Hamilcar Barca, Salammbô’s father. We follow him into his private buildings outside the city, after a heated debate with the elders of the city about the unacceptable behavior of the barbarians. His servants greet him with the title ‘eye of Baal’ and bring him to his warehouses. There Barca orders all his supervisors to give an account of the last profits of his impressive trade network. One of his servants, the head of travels, tells a quite fantastic story. 

Hij nu vertelde dat hij ver voorbij de zwarte Harusch, achter de landen van de Ataranten en de grote apen, onmetelijke koninkrijken had zien liggen, waar zelfs het eenvoudigst gereedschap van goud was, waar een melkkleurige rivier stroomde, zo groot als de zee; er waren wouden vol blauwe bomen, heuvels vol welriekende kruiden, en op de rotsen groeiden monsters met mensengezichten, waarvan de ogen, als ze je aanzagen, gelijk bloemen openbloeiden.​[127]​ 

The head of travels sketches a world full of marvelous wonders beyond the borders of the republic. Again the act of seeing is important in his speech. To see the immense kingdoms from the triremes is a promise of future possession, but the supervisor also raises the possibility of monsters staring back into the roving ‘eye of Baal’, the staring eyes again contributing to an uncanny atmosphere.​[128]​ We have to keep in mind that Salammbo has been written on the eve of the scramble for Africa, in which as we know France played an important role. In Flaubert’s novel Carthage is described as a metropolitan centre obsessively collecting natural sources and other treasures from its subordinated colonies. In this colonial context the confusing fetishistic economy in the text is not coincidental. Wendy Steiner writes in her study The Scandal of Pleasure: Art in an Age of Fundamentalism that the ages of mercantilism formed the basis of our confusion about the double side of art, i.e. the fact that all works of art both refer to an ‘outside’ reality and constitute a meaning of their own. According to her the traders collected art objects all over the world in order to display them in their curiosity cabinets. Displacement brought confusion about the (increasing) value and (shifting) meaning of the displayed objects.​[129]​ In my opinion one could regard such a displaced object as an empty signifier and its aesthetic pleasure derived only from its increased value and is autonomous position in the reign of commodities. Actually the same thing can be said of the treasures stored up in the subterranean room deep inside the warehouse. When Barca enters this room another visual spectacle becomes visible: 

Met zijn fakkel stak hij een mijnlamp aan, die aan de muts van het idool bevestigd was. Plotseling straalde er groen, geel, blauw, paars, wijn- en bloedkleurig licht in de zaal. Het vertrek was bezaaid met edelstenen; zij lagen bijeen in gouden kalebassen die als latarens aan de bronzen wanden hingen, op de brokken moedergesteente die langs de muur stonden opgesteld. (...) Zij glansen melkwit, ijsblauw, zilvergrijs, en zonden hun licht uit in banen, stralen, twinkelend als sterren.​[130]​

All the collected gemstones together amalgamate into an almost narcotic abstract mass of different color rays, while the bronze walls are not able to absorb them entirely. It is interesting that the lamp on the idol provides the necessary illumination to look around in this enchanting room, so that the fetishistic gaze of the observer on the statue is transferred to the treasures. Again we can connect this visual field created by the light of uncountable gemstones with the aesthetic effect of the stereoscope. The optical device depended on the close presence of different objects. Crary writes: “(…) the most intense experience of the stereoscopic image coincides with an object-filled space, with a material plenitude that bespeaks a nineteenth-century bourgeois horror of the void; (…).”​[131]​ In the passage quoted above the gemstones certainly are able to expel this void for a while, creating a visual field close to the colorful retinal afterimages Goethe describes or to the more contemporary abstract paintings of J.M.W. Turner.​[132]​ Like the ships of the ‘eye of Baal’ the stereoscope relocated objects in another magical frame, in which all feeling of depth dissolved. Such displacement can only lead to a deep confusion about the appearance of an object and its ‘inherent’ or attached value. 
	Finally this confusion cumulates during the sinister sacrifice of the children to the statue of Moloch in a mix of statues, tabernacles, images, bodies, rituals, commodities and jewels. Just before the first child is guided to the deathly arms of Moloch, the people of Carthage throw their pearls, golden vases and other precious things in the fire. This passage reminds us to the rituals of Vathek but there are fundamental differences. First of all Vathek also had to sacrifice children in order to please a deity, but his deed is described with an almost mocking sentimental undertone, while it later turns out that the children actually were saved before the Giaour could touch anyone of them. In Salammbô the sacrifice of the children is deadly serious and probably the results of Flaubert’s ‘historical research’. The second difference is that the consummation of the objects from the curiosity cabinet provided Carathis with black magic, the wrong side of knowledge. In this nineteenth-century novel the sacrifice takes place in an unintelligible detailed fetishistic economy where the visual aspects of all things, whether human or inanimate, are emphasized. 























In my first chapter I’ve already mentioned that Orientalism faced harsh criticism from more than just one side. Now at the end of my thesis – and the last days of my college years – I would like to regard my work as ‘post-Saidian’ rather than to range myself in one line with the ‘attackers’. First of all Said’s Orientalism was quite literally my starting point of a long journey through different literary texts, scholarly contributions on art- and literary theory and time periods. In the second place my intention was to apply Said’s discursive analysis of the orient to a few literary texts and show the more refined implications of his ‘rough’ fieldwork. With regarding to my thesis I’ve restricted myself on the structure of vision in different literary orientalist texts from the end of the eighteenth century to the midst of the next one. 
It is still a bit surprising that almost everyone involved in the debate of orientalism is not able to avoid Said’s groundbreaking work in relation to the term ‘vision’. Recently Tate Britian started an exposition about British orientalist painters with the appealing title ‘The lure of the East’. On the part of the website of Tate Britain dedicated to this exposition the museum refers to Said’s Orientalism as the first contribution to a debate which since that moment actually has never ended.​[133]​ In the section on the website entitled ‘Harem and Home’ we read that the harem is still yet “the most definite category of Orientalist imagery for us”, providing images of “unfettered masculine power”.​[134]​ Therefore the museum promises the visitor an exploration of the British vision of the harem. Again it is clear that vision is one of the important key-terms to discuss orientalism. We’ve seen that Said’s analysis is full of references to the Western vision on the orient, although he doesn’t give an theoretical explanation of the term vision.
	Jonathan Crary’s study Techniques of the Observer provided me a great theoretical fundament to discuss vision. I think that the main interest of his study – the epistemological rupture of vision around 1800 – is at this moment clear since I’ve discussed it quite elaborately in the first chapter. Therefore I want to make a few remarks of a different kind. In my opinion Crary’s study is directed at the tradition of art history to locate ruptures exclusively by means of an analysis of works of art. So his own original theory of the epistemological and visionary meanings of the camera obscura and the stereoscope are intended to adjust the course of his own field both from the outside (e.g. the philosophy of Foucault, to which he is much indebted) and from the inside (e.g. the analysis of paintings of Vermeer through the ‘hole’ of the camera obscura). But he hasn’t mentioned any literary text in his study, leaving me with the question how to apply his descriptions of eighteenth- or nineteenth-century vision to the three literary texts. It is always difficult to discuss an abstract term like ‘vision’ and Crary also notes that the idea of a history of vision is only a hypothesis, for we are never able to understand all its implications at a given historical period.​[135]​ I didn’t find a good theoretical introduction about the relations between ‘vision’ and literature. Perhaps Auberbach’s study of mimesis in literature in Mimesis of W.J.T. Mitchell’s analysis of the relationship between text and image in Iconology would have been a good starting point, although the relation between vision and literature wasn’t the main topic of my thesis. 
	After all the texts provided enough passages useful to my analysis of different visual fields. We’ve seen that William Beckford’s Vathek was much indebted to the author’s interest in scientific sources like d’Herbelot’s Encyclépodie Orientale. But this referential frame consists in fact more of ‘embellishing’ anecdotes rather than forming the scientific lens of the nineteenth-century orientalist. So the ‘more knowledgeable attitude’ Saids finds in his description of eighteenth-century orientalism hinting to the coming comparative methods of the nineteenth-century scholars is just slightly present in Beckford’s novel. Characters, like Vathek and Gulcherouz are saturated with oriental laziness, while Carathis is plays an ambiguous role as both a rational Greek woman and a cruel oriental princess involved in all kind of wicked magic. Perhaps that’s why the story ends with the description of her punishment. We’ve seen that her eternal whirling can be seen as a early example of a visual play, which already pointed at nineteenth-century optical instruments, but in a sense her final ‘invisibility’ can also be explained in the light of her almost absent body throughout the story. This absence, which also counts for Vathek’s beloved Nouronihar, is totally at odds to the representation of Salammbô’s fetishistic body in Flaubert’s novel. Vathek is in many ways a transitory text between two time periods. The old epistemological model of the camera obscura is preserved in the curiosity cabinets, where the objects on display could lead to a certain kind of knowledge by means of their consummation. But the passages in the dark subterraneous rooms, the luring circular bath and the boundlessness in the Hall of Eblis constituted already another visual fields quite different from the structure Cartesian perspectivalism connected with the model of the camera obscura. In the palace bath a ‘jubilant’ baroque vision diffuses the always unsatisfied gaze of the male Eunuch while the more sublime passages in the nature descriptions evoke subjective physical experiences out of the apparent transformations of landscape. 
	This emphasize on subjective vision also underlies Kleist’s short story Die Verlobung in St. Domingo. The novella can not only be regarded as a great example of the rising theories about the subjective experience of colors but also as a story mediating the orientalist gaze. The latter can be defined as a method to recognize otherness immediately. The narrator of this tragic story complicates this immediate recognition from the moment the white Gustav asks help from the black woman Babekan. The protagonists base their judgments on appearances, while language doesn’t suffice to bridge the gap between appearance and truth. By means of presenting different viewpoints the narrator is able to question the essential notion of absolute truth, which qualifies Kleist in my opinion as an early ‘postmodern’ writer. In this context it is also quite remarkable to read how deliberately Kleist shows a perspective from the experiences of the Other. If we read the ‘real’ postmodern novels of for example J.M. Coetzee we get the uncanny feeling that we cannot speak for the other and therefore should leave them in silence. Perhaps a (re)reading of Kleist’s novella can function as a counterweight of this sad, but in a sense also true, message of Coetzee’s contribution to postcolonial debates.​[136]​ 
	Finally Gustav Flaubert’s novel lured us into an almost forgotten ancient world full of exotic religious practices and an extravagant display of material objects, while outside the gates two sworn enemies fight a bitter war. We have seen how Salammbô mediates the nineteenth-century practice of unveiling the orient by means of the movement of a circulating veil throughout the text. Because the story lacked a frame through which the exotic ‘other’ world could be presented, the reader and critic found himself faced with a mysterious world overloaded with details. Like Constable I’ve used the notion of fetishism to analyze the relations of the protagonists with the zaïmph. As both an intermediary attribute and an autonomous representational medium it faced us with the discrepancies between ideas, images and representations. In some passages the zaïmph functioned as the forbidden veil invested with the powers of victory, in others it created a surface veiling the female object, while isolating it in an airless space and constituting a vision close to that of the stereoscope. In such a vision the objectified body of Salammbô is emphasized, but also dehumanized by means of its fusion with other objects like gemstones, garments, drops of oil and other attributes. Perhaps the world of Salammbô points already at the heydays of Empire and the ruthless search of natural resources, preciosities, man-power and other economic advantages. The collections of gemstones in the storerooms of the magistrate possess the dislocated qualities of colonial treasures. Together they create an overwhelming abstract play of light, a world without clear references to an outside world but totally withdrawn in its own luring beauty. 
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